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Oh the life of a 
film star!
One of the many unique features of the ceramic
industry is how over many years they have always
found more and more challenging ways to use
bone china. There are certainly no lengths that
we wont go to, to make the almost impossible
both possible and beautiful. It was some time ago
that John Ablitt was set the challenge of coming
up with a new centre piece for the Old Imari

range and it was a challenge that he embraced. Although this
has not been the easiest project we have ever undertaken I am
sure that you will agree that the end result, the 2010 Comport,
justifies all the work that has gone into it. When I was lucky
enough to unveil the very first decorated prototype at the
Collectors Evening in June the reaction was enough to know
that we had created something special. This piece is now in
production and we expect the first pieces to be available in
October. The Comport will be available in Gold Aves as well as
Old Imari and can be personalised if required by our skill
decorators.

In addition to the stunning Comport we also have a wide range
of new paperweights to delight you. After some
larger pieces during the year we have some new
smaller designs which will make great gifts as we
approach the festive season.

There are many events in history that spark
emotions of all kinds but there are few that have
held the fascination of so many for such a long
time. The Titanic was a legendary ship when it
was launched and when it so tragically sank, now
almost 100 years ago it still holds a huge place in
history.

Earlier this year we were approached by a TV Company making
a documentary for Channel 4 about the building of the Titanic
ahead of the 100th anniversary of its launch. In their research
they were trying to discover companies who supplied product
and equipment to the ship and were still producing today. Royal
Crown Derby was one of those companies. Back in 1911 one of
our patterns was selected to furnish the A la Carte dining room,
the very best china of the day for the very best dining
experience on board. Our archive contains all the records of the
order placed for the ship and provides a fascinating insight into
the equipping of the vessel. After visiting the factory and looking
at the records we were asked if we would consider reproducing
the pattern we supplied to the ship so that it could be used at a
special Titanic Banquet to be held at Shugborough Hall in the
summer. Never ones to resist a challenge the design team and
the graphic technicians set about the task using the original
artwork to ensure authenticity. The end result is a tribute to the
designers back in the 1900’s, and our team today, as it looks as
fresh and sophisticated now as it no doubt did all those years
ago, so good that it has now joined our tableware range.

On a sunny afternoon in May, clad in our best evening attire,
Hugh Gibson, Louise Adams and myself gathered, along with a
selection of other invited guests, at Shugborough Hall to take
part in an Edwardian Feast in celebration of the technology and

especially the electricity used on
board the ship. The evening that

followed was powered by a steam driven
generator of the same type used on the ship.

The pre-dinner drinks were accompanied by
music played by a relative of one of the pianists who

was on board and entertainment was provided by a
replica of a most unusual piece of exercise equipment, based

loosely on a horse, and driven by an electric motor. The belief is
that this allowed passengers to keep their riding muscles in trim
on the long voyage. To me it looked like an instrument of
torture! We were educated by the butler for the evening in the
table etiquette required in Edwardian time, particularly no
scooping of the peas that were to accompany one course!

The meal served, on the Titanic china, was in the grand dining
room at Shugborough and was taken from menus known to have
been served on board the ship and was extravagant in all
aspects. The first course, all incidentally served yourself from
silver platters held over your left
shoulder, was Quail’s Eggs in Aspic.
Not the easiest thing to serve elegantly
while trying desperately not to allow
the slightly quivering jelly to end up in
your lap, or worse still, your
neighbours! The next course was
poached salmon with cucumber,
beautifully presented, and in my case
less than elegantly served. Then
followed a feast of meat, not great for
Louise who is a vegetarian something
that was seemingly unheard of in Edwardian times. A huge side
of roast beef followed served with fois gras as well as a leg of
lamb. Luckily for Louise some vegetables did accompany the
meat including the peas! All of the meal was cooked in a replica
of one of the ovens on board the ship and powered by the
generator positioned on the front lawn of the hall. The next
course was due to be a rosewater sorbet produced in a replica of

a sorbet maker that they had discovered was on
board the ship but the heat of the day proved too
much for the machine and a mint granita had to
be substituted. This cleansed the pallet before
Roast Squab! Yes we all had to think about that
one but it turned out to be pigeon! They didn’t
worry about over indulgence in Edwardian times.
The meal finished with peaches in a Chartreuse
Jelly garnished with Poppy petals, a wonderful
sight on the Titanic china produced especially for
the occasion. Then we were educated in the

niceties of the Loyal Toast which for the benefit of the cameras
we did three times. Oh the life of a film star!

The climax of the evening took place in the gardens of the Hall
at midnight where 2500 light bulbs, a quarter of the number
that would have been strung around the deck of the Titanic,
were arranged in the gardens. The generator was stoked up with
coal and the switch was flicked and to gasps and cheers the
whole back of the Hall lit up in a truly magical display of light. It
is hard to imagine what the ship must have looked like but I
think we had a small glimpse that night. A truly memorable
night for all of us and one that you will be able to relive when
the programme starts on Channel 4 on 27th September with the
dinner being shown on 11th October at 9 pm. If you want to
experience something of the glamour of the evening at
Shugborough the Christmas Collectors
evening this year will be a lavish
Titanic inspired menu so please come
and join us and also see the new
pieces to start 2011.
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This stunning new collection of bird
paperweights were all originally

modelled by Robert Jefferson
and have been lovingly re-

designed by Art Director
Louise Adams who has

taken her inspiration
for the new

designs from
Japanese

patterns and textiles. Each
of these quirky little birds

have been perfectly
designed in matching

colours of traditional Imari
iron red and rich cobalt

blue. Lashings of hand
applied 22 carat gold

completes the look. This
wonderful new collection of
birds perfectly complement

each other, and as they are all
named after UK rivers there is

scope to add plenty more to the range!
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NEW PIECES

The Riverside Collection

Red Rabbit and Baby Red Rabbit.

Please contact your nearest stockist for further details.

Both Rabbits designed originally by Brian Branscombe.

These cute little Rabbits have both been in
our paperweight range for many years and
are consistent best sellers year after year. As
they have been so successful we decided to
add two more to the range, but this time
decorated in our traditional Old Imari iron
red and hand gilded with plenty of 22 carat
gold. Perfect as a fabulous gift for someone
special. These little rabbits really do have the
“aaah” factor!

Red Rabbit
Originally modelled by Robert Jefferson.
Height 7.5cm

Windrush Chaffinch
Height 6.5cm

Manifold Wren
Height 6.5cm

Derwent Goldcrest
Height 5.5cm Wye Blue Tit

Height 7cm

Baby Red Rabbit
Originally modelled by 
Robert Tabbenor.
Height 4.5cm
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NEW PIECES

Fallow Deer
Modelled by Donald Brindley
Designed by Carmen Roome.
Length 15cm, Height 15.5cm

Kingfisher
Modelled by Donald Brindley
Designed by Tien Manh Dinh.
Height 11.5cm

The Fallow Deer is a ruminant mammal
belonging to the family Cervidae. The male
is a buck, the female a doe and the young a
fawn.  Fallow deer are now widespread on
the UK mainland and are present
in most of England and Wales below a line
drawn from the Wash to the Mersey.

This delicate new piece has been designed
by Carmen Roome who has once again
captured the true essence of her subject.
This beautiful doe stands deep in the forest
on a bed of luscious light and dark green
ferns.  Her coat is covered in tiny white
stylised flowers, gold leaves and tiny gold
acorns which mirror her woody habitat.
This piece truly is a must have addition to
your paperweight range.

The last Royal Crown Derby Kingfisher
Paperweight became a rare species when it
was retired from the range in 2001, but being
such a popular subject Donald Brindley has
produced a new model and with Tien Manh
Dinh's design expertise the new Royal Crown
Derby Kingfisher was born.

Modelled to show the bird having
successfully caught its meal for the day by
the river's edge, the superb design recreates
the spectacular range of colours from orange
and red front feathers, to the glorious
turquoise and blue head and the green and
blue wings delicately highlighted with 22
carat gold.
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NEW PIECES

Mistletoe and Snowberry Hedgehog
Both modelled and designed by John Ablitt.  

Royal Robin Originally modelled by Robert Jefferson  Designed by Tien Manh Dinh.

Snowberry Length  9.5cmMistletoe Length  6.5cm

Height 5.5cm

This adorable pair of Hedgehogs, initially
pre-released to Goviers of Sidmouth, now
enter our general range and are a must have
for your paperweight collection. Following on
from Holly and Ivy this gorgeous pair are the
latest new additions to the ever growing

Hedgehog family. Mistletoe is decorated with
pretty white berries and almond shaped
leaves, and Snowberry is decorated with
white marble-like winter berries and rounded
dark green leaves. 
They are both very cute indeed.

The Robin is one of our most
distinct and popular British
birds, and was once voted as
the national bird of Great
Britain. They are often
associated with Christmas,
and regularly feature on
cards, wrapping paper
and other festive odds
and ends! They were
nicknamed in the
19th century
when the
postmen

wore red waistcoats as part of their
uniform, and were called ‘Robin
Red Breasts!’ You will often hear

them warbling and chirping as,
unlike some birds, they sing all

year round. Our original Robin
was launched in 1989 and

has been a consistent best
seller ever since. This
beautiful new Robin is
decorated with the same
fabulous red breast but
this time the wings and
plumage have been

decorated in tones of
earthy brown and amber.

Delicate gold flecks in 22
carat gold create a textured

look for this delicate new piece.
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NEW PIECES

Gold Aves Accent Plates 
Diameter 21.5cm

Gold Aves 
Comport
Modelled and designed 
by John Ablitt.
Height 26cm, 
Width 40cm.

This amazing new piece already shown in our
Old Imari Solid Gold Band pattern has also
been designed in our fabulous Gold Aves
pattern, which means you are spoilt for
choice! The beautiful and delicate Avesbury
pattern has been seen on our tableware since
1932. Albert Gregory, the painter, adapted the
design from an embroidery pattern and the
rest is history. This simple but sumptuous 22ct

gold monochrome version has a timeless but
quality feel about it. The neutral tones make it
a perfect choice to adorn your dining table to
create a lavish but contemporary effect. John
Ablitt has cleverly designed it so that the little
circle at the base of the comport can be left
blank to take a family crest or a personal
inscription which will transform it into a truly
unique and wonderfully personalised gift.

Turquoise

Red

These delightful coloured Gold
Aves Accent Plates, available in

Red, Turquoise and Cobalt Blue are
another new addition to our beautiful

Gold Aves Tableware range. Use alone, or
jazz up an existing dinner service for a fresh and
contemporary look to your table.

Cobalt Blue
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NEW PIECES

Humankind has always recognized the passing
of time and has tried to measure and record
that passing. The simple alarm clock at your
bedside table owes its existence to more than
6,000 years of thinking about time and
tinkering with devices to accurately mark its
passage. 

Whilst we have only been here since 1750, we
have in that time made many fabulous clocks
in all shapes, sizes and patterns. This latest
addition to the range is extremely stylish with
its rich decoration of the Old Imari pattern
and hand applied 22 carat gold, it is also very
practical and will look fabulous on your
kitchen wall.

Old Imari Droplet Bauble 
Height  10cm

Old Imari Kitchen Clock
Archive design adapted by Louise Adams.

Old Imari Holiday Droplet
Bauble Height  10cm

Last chance to buy these highly decorative Old Imari
Droplet Baubles, year dated for 2010. Surely a must have
for your Christmas bauble collection.

Diameter 27cm

LAST CHANCE TO BUY

Great offers on seconds and
discontinued tableware and giftware.

SHOP ON-LINE AT
royalcrownderby.co.uk

go to the home page 
and click on the on-line shop
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NEW EXCLUSIVES

Old Imari Solid Gold Band Milk Churn
Shape modelled by Peter Allen, design adapted by our skilled Design Technicians.

Old Imari Solid Gold Band
Soup Tureen Ladle

Old Imari Solid Gold Band
Double Picture Frame
Shape designed by Peter Allen.
Design adapted by our Design Technicians.
Width 21cm, Length 27cm.

Large milk churns capable of
holding sometimes up to ten
gallons were made of brass, tinned
iron, and during the 20th century
aluminium. The use of milk
churns for the storage,
distribution and transport of milk
ended with the introduction of
bulk tankers. Aluminium churns
were filled with cooled milk by
the farmer and taken to a milk
stand ready to be moved onto
milk lorries which took them to
creameries or distribution
centres. The churns were cleaned

and sent back to the farms.
Sometimes messages were
scratched onto the inside of churn
lids so that information could be
distributed randomly to other
farmers. Peter Allen has faithfully
reproduced this wonderful new
piece with the added splendour of
an Old Imari Solid Gold Band
decoration. This impressive piece
stands at 30cm high with heavy
22 carat gold on the handles and
a beautifully decorated matching
lid. It simply is Royal Crown
Derby at its best.

Height 30cm

This new ladle is an engineering masterpiece
that has taken a long while to perfect but I
am sure you will agree it was worth the wait.
Designed to accompany the Soup Tureen this
beautiful piece is sure to prove an instant
hit. The long elegant handle is decorated
with incised stylized Imari flowers and is
richly gilded with 22 carat gold to create a
truly stunning effect. The fluting on the bowl
of the ladle was very traditional in the 19th
Century and Peter Allen drew his inspiration
from this era when modelling this luxurious
new piece. This definitely is fine dining on a
very grand scale. 

This amazing new picture frame now enters
our general range and is perfect for two of
your most treasured photographs.

Surrounded by a border of traditional Old
Imari with Acanthus leaves adorning

the corners, this new piece
would look splendid in your
home. The whole frame is
richly finished with hand

applied 22 carat gold.

Shape designed by Peter Allen
Decoration designed by June Branscombe.
Length 23.5cm
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NEW EXCLUSIVES
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Ken Eastman Vases Titanic Tableware
Based on the Museum Archive pattern.

Tulip Vase No.3  Height 21.5cm

Lily Vase No. 2  Height 25.5cm

“Simply stunning” are the words that
spring to mind when describing these two
new vases modelled by contemporary
Designer Ken Eastman and decorated by
our fabulous Figure Painter Jane
Etherington. There is a perfect balance
between the sharp design of the vases and
the beautiful softness of the Lily and Tulip
flowers that have been lovingly hand
painted. Striking green foliage and petals
adorn all sides of the vases making them a
masterpiece from every angle.

Both designed by Jane Etherington

The Titanic was heralded as the finest liner
ever built so obviously it had to have the
very best china in its finest dining room,
Royal Crown Derby of course. This pattern
was selected by the ship's owners from our
patterns books over 100 years ago but it
looks as fresh today as it no doubt did
then, a testament to superb design. The
official description printed at the time in a
commemorative booklet reads thus.

(We also manufactured 
china for the sister ships 
"Britannic" and "Olympic".)
To launch our fantastic new Titanic
Tableware Range and to commemorate the
100th Anniversary of this amazing but ill
fated ship. Royal Crown Derby are hosting
an exhibition early next year.

"A design in exquisite taste has
been chosen for the china for
the "Titanic" consisting of a
band of encrusted gold work
with painted ornament of
Chaplets and Festoons in the
style of Louis XVI, delicately
finished in tints of green. The
whole effect is simply
stunning."

Please contact Amanda Bushell on
ABushell@royalcrownderby.co.uk

or phone 01332 712850
for further details.
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2010 Old Imari Solid Gold Band Comport
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VISITOR CENTRE EXCLUSIVE

This wonderful new piece is without a
doubt one of the most impressive pieces
Royal Crown Derby has ever produced.
About two years ago John Ablitt was
asked to create a magnificent table
centre piece in the Old Imari pattern,
and he has created this elegant comport
which more than fits the bill. The 2010
Comport is one of the largest pieces we
have ever produced. It is made in four

interlocking sections with almost every
square millimetre of china covered in the
wonderful cobalt blue, iron red and
lavish 22 carat gold which is Old Imari.
The footed comport is designed to be
placed in the centre of a dining table and
could be used to display a profusion of
exotic fresh fruit or an elegant wedding
cake. I am sure you will agree it is
absolutely breathtaking.

For more information please contact the Royal Crown Derby Visitor Centre
01332 712833 / 2885.

Modelled and designed by John Ablitt.
Height 26cm, 
Width 40cm
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VISITOR CENTRE EXCLUSIVE
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A
masterpiece

in the
making

Donkey
Modelled by Hilary Walker, Designed by Tien Manh Dinh.

Height 15cm
Length 19cm 

Exclusive to the Visitor Centre
this charming new shape has
captured the true essence of a
Donkey with its short little legs,
ultra long ears and rounded
rump. Donkeys are very much
herd animals, and are happiest
with at least one other donkey
for companionship. They form
very close bonds with their
friends. They will also bond with
other equines, sometimes sheep
and goats, but they're happiest
with their own kind. Donkeys
have more of the gregarious,
loving nature of a dog than the
manner of a horse. They want to
be close to your side, soaking up
all the attention possible. They're
also very smart and learn things

easily - and they don't forget
what they've learned.

Tien Manh Dinh has

created a simple but very effective
design on our little Donkey, with its
brown and grey coat flecked with
gold he has evoked a wonderful
textured fur effect. The mane and
tail are flicked with delicate brush
strokes in brown, gold and black
and across the shoulders you will
see the tufted cross of hair that is
characteristic of all donkeys. Legend
has it that the donkey has worn this
cross since the day it carried Jesus.
Beautiful purple and green thistles
adorn the base of this charming new
paperweight that would look right at
home standing next to the Visitor
Centre Billy Goat paperweight that
we launched earlier this year

This delightful little donkey is a visitor
centre exclusive and is a limited edition of
750. The first 150 Donkeys will have a
gold backstamp and numbered certificate. 
All subsequent pieces will have a
red backstamp.

The Donkey is being launched at the Royal Crown Derby
Visitor Centre on Saturday 11th December. Designer Tien
Manh Dinh and modeller Hilary Walker will be in attendance to
sign pieces purchased at the event. Time: 10am – 3pm. 
To reserve your piece please call 01332 712833 / 2885.
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NEW EXCLUSIVES

USA EXCLUSIVE

Harrods 
Aura Mother and
Aura Infant Elephant
Both of these fabulous new pieces are 
modelled by Hilary Walker 
and Designed by 
Louise Adams.

Gump’s USA 
Aura Father Elephant
Modelled by Hilary Walker
Designed by Louise Adams.
Height 15cm. Length 17cm.

Royal Crown Derby are proud to present the
stunning new Aura Mother Elephant and the Aura
Infant Elephant, exclusive to Harrods as a pre-
release special edition of 250 with numbered
certificate. Traditional techniques have been revived
to obtain the opulent raised 22 carat gold effect on
these two amazing new pieces. The stunning lattice

work has been achieved with raised paste, which
contrasts superbly with the gold diamonds that
nestle in-between, shimmering in the light. The
perfect choice of gift to mark that special
occasion. To convey the feeling of exquisite
luxury each elephant will come beautifully
wrapped and packed in a fabulous red gift box. 

For more details please contact the WWRD Limited Room within Harrods.
Tel: 0207 730 1234 ext: 3789/2375

GUMP’S San Francisco
135 Post St. San Francisco, CA 94108

Phone 1 800 766 7628
www.gumps.com

Mother Height 11cm.

Infant Height 7.5cm.

GUMP’S San Francisco, 
will pre-release this piece to correspond with the
kick off celebration of “150 Years in business” for
the retail icon in San Francisco, CA. In 1990
Gump’s released its 1st Royal Crown Derby
exclusive paperweight – the Solid Gold Band,
Large Size Elephant and have chosen another
elephant, also with an edition of 100 pieces, to
commemorate the stores celebration – The Aura,
Daddy Elephant. The size and stature of this
amazing new piece, with the added opulence of
raised 22 carat gold and stunning lattice work,
means that this piece really does ooze quality,

luxury and sophistication for
which we are world renowned.
Each piece will have a GUMP’S back stamp and
come with a numbered certificate.
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NEW EXCLUSIVES

Goviers of Sidmouth
Masai Mother Giraffe and
Masai Baby Giraffe
Both modelled by Hilary Walker and
Designed by Jane James.

Platinum Penguin
Modelled by Robert Jefferson
Design adapted by our skilled 
Design Technicians.
Height 13.5cm

For information on these two new pieces or to reserve a fabulous new piece
please contact Goviers of Sidmouth on 01395 513419

Mother
Height 26cm

Baby
Height 19.5cm

Majestic, graceful and elegant are words that spring
to mind when describing a giraffe. The tallest of all
mammals, these amazing creatures roam the open
grassland in small groups searching for food and
water. Using their height to good advantage they
browse on buds and leaves in the treetops that few
other animals can reach (acacias are a favourite). 

Jane James and Hilary Walker have again come up
trumps with this fabulous pair. The mother stands
proudly over her infant, both of them decorated in
a coat of pale reddish and dark browns which are
separated by a background of gold and white
designed to "shimmer" as in the African savannah
landscape. Their beautiful friendly eyes are framed
by long dark eye lashes and generous amounts of
22 carat gold has been used on the ears and mane.
The bases have been designed to imitate their
habitat of African grasses swaying in the breeze,
leaves and twigs. Look closely and you can see the
spiky elements from the thorny acacia tree added
to the design. The base is finished off with a
delicate design inspired by African bead work in
black, ochre and red.

Our highly successful Penguin is the first in a
series of Platinum Paperweights celebrating the
30th Anniversary of Royal Crown Derby
Paperweights and exclusively commissioned by
Goviers of Sidmouth. This fabulous new piece will
be launched at a Goviers of Sidmouth Event on
Saturday 4th December 10am – 1pm, 2pm –
3:30pm. We hope you agree that our paperweight
penguin looks Brrr-illiant in his elegant new
winter finery!

This piece is exclusive to Goviers of Sidmouth in
the UK and is also available from selected
overseas retailers.  For information on the
overseas retailers please contact
Royal Crown Derby for further details
on 01332 26 8901/8902

Issued in a signature pre-release edition of 950
Exclusive to Goviers of Sidmouth. Each piece is
accompanied by a numbered certificate of authenticity.

LIMITED EDITION OF 500
PLATINUM BACKSTAMP
NUMBERED CERTIFICATE
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Saturday 9th October
Sorellie,
13 Bell Street,
Reigate, Surrey, RH2 7AD.
Time: 11am – 3pm
Tel: 01737 244182
Attendee: 
Natalie Cornwall-Wilson – Gilder
and Lithographer.
Fairy (Little) Penguin launch.

Saturday 16th October
Harrods Ltd,
Waterford Wedgwood/
Royal Doulton Room,
Knightsbridge, London, 
SW1 7XL.
Time: 10am – 4pm
Tel: 020 7730 1234 ext 3967
Attendee: Louise Adams – 
Art Director and designer of the
Aura Mother and Aura Infant
Elephants.

Saturday 13th November
Sinclairs
11 St Marys Street
Stamford, Lincs
PE9 2DE
Tel:  01780 765421
Time:  10am – 4pm.
Attendee:  Mark Delf – Sculptor 
Launch of the Fighting Cockerel

Saturday 20th November
Box of Porcelain,
50 High East Street,
Dorchester, DT1 1HU.
Time: 11am – 3pm.
Tel: 01305 267110
Attendee: Natalie Cornwall-Wilson –
Gilder and Lithographer.

Saturday 4th December
Goviers of Sidmouth,
55 High Street,
Sidmouth, Devon, EX10 8LN,
Time: 10am – 1pm, 2pm – 3:30pm.
Tel: 01395 513419
Launch of the Platinum Penguin, a
Goviers of Sidmouth exclusive.
Collectors Guild Administrator
Heather Poucher-Jones will be
attending to launch the New 2011
Royal Crown Derby Guild Pieces,
so come along and be one of the
first to see them.

Sunday 5th December
Mulberry Hall,
Stonegate,
York, YO1 8ZW.
Time: 11am – 4pm
Tel: 01904 620736
Attendee: Louise Adams Art 
Director

Saturday 11th December,
Royal Crown Derby Visitor Centre,
194 Osmaston Road, Derby,
DE23 8JZ.
Time: 10am – 4pm.
Tel: 01332 712833/2885
Attendees:
Tien Manh Dinh – Designer Hilary
Walker – Modeller.
This event is to launch the new
Visitor Centre Donkey paperweight.

All events will be attended by
Hugh Gibson, Chief Executive, 
Royal Crown Derby

Queensland
Tuesday 19th October
David Jones
Toombul Shopping Town
Time: 11.30am-1.30pm
Tel: 07 3243 9617
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UK EVENTS

NEWS / EVENTS

AUSTRALIAN EVENTS

Wednesday 20th October
Myer Toowoomba
Cnr Margaret & Dent St.
Time: 11.30am-1.30pm
Tel: 07 4690 3122

Thursday 21st October
Queens Plaza, Queen Street
Plaza
Time: 11.30am-1.30pm
Tel: 07 3243 9204

Victoria
Friday 22nd October
David Jones Bourke Street
Mall
266 Bourke Street
Time: 12.00-2.00pm
Tel: 03 9643 2363

Saturday 23rd October
David Jones Southland
Westfield Shopping Centre
Time: 12.00-2.00pm
Tel: 03 9501 1134

Sunday 24th October
David Jones Glen Waverley
235 Springvale Road
Time: 12.00-2.00pm
Tel: 03 9518 2849

Tasmania
Monday 25th October
Habitat Hobart
70-72 Liverpool Street
Time: 5.30pm-7.30pm
Tel: 03 6214 1555

South Australia
Tuesday 26th October
David Jones Rundle Mall
100 Rundle Mall
Time: 11.30am-1.30pm
Tel: 08 8305 3258

Western Australia
Wednesday 27th October
Claremont Tableware
51 Bayview Terrace
Time: 6.30pm – 8.30pm
Tel: 08 9384 9371

Thursday 28th October
David Jones Perth
Hay Street
Time: 12.00-2.00pm
Tel: 08 9210 4199

New South Wales
Friday 29th October
David Jones Market Street
Cnr Market & Castlereagh
Street, Sidney
Time: 12.00-2.00pm
Tel: 02 9266 6276

Saturday 30th October
Peter’s of Kensington
57 Anzac Parade, Kensington
Time: 11.00am-2.00pm
Tel:02 9662 1099

Sunday 31st October
TVSN Live Show
Time: 10.30am-11.30am

Sunday 31st October
David Jones Chatswood
Chase
91 Archer Street, Chatswood
Time: 2.30pm- 4.00pm
Tel: 02 9844 4205

AUTUMN ARRIVAL EVENT
Be the first to view our exquisite new October pieces
including the fabulous Old Imari Solid Gold Band
2010 Comport and stunning Ken Eastman hand
painted vases. Meet the skilled members of our art
and design team who have all played a part in
designing and producing these fabulous new pieces.
This prestigious event will take place on Saturday
16th October 2010 at the Royal Crown Derby Visitor
Centre. To book your place please contact us on
01332 712833/ 2885 as soon as possible as places
are limited.

Royal Crown Derby and Lladro Launch evening
on Thursday 28th October at Lladro Picadilly,
194 Picadilly, London, W1J 9EX. 6:30pm – 8:30pm.
Please come along to celebrate this event with us and
have a chance to meet contemporary designer Ken
Eastman. For further information and tickets please
contact Amanda Bushell on 01332 712850 or
ABushell@royalcrownderby.co.uk

To celebrate the launch of the
Royal Commemorative Titanic
Dinner Service, the Collectors Get
Together this year will be a
sumptuous Edwardian themed
evening, with an equally sumptuous
three course meal to match.

As well as the new product
launches we will be recreating an
evening on the boat featuring an
original menu from the fine dining
restaurant on the Titanic, where
our tableware was originally
featured. Edwardian or formal
dress is optional but encouraged!!

As this event will be more of a
formal fine dining affair there is a
small charge of £10 per person.
Once your place has been
confirmed, we will then request
payment and your tickets will be
sent to you in the post.  Each
successful applicant will also
receive a £5 voucher to spend in
our Factory Shop and will also be
entered into a prize draw to win a
Titanic Teaset including 6 teacups

and saucers, teapot, cream
and sugar.

As always there is a waiting list for
this event and numbers will be
limited, so if you would like to
attend this wonderful evening
please act straight away and send a
stamped addressed envelope to:-

Collectors Christmas Get Together

Royal Crown Derby Visitor Centre 

194 Osmaston Road 

Derby 

DE23 8JZ

All envelopes will go into a
draw to take place on Friday
29th October. Successful
applicants will receive
their invitation and further
information regarding this
themed evening in the post. If
you have not heard from us by
Friday 19th November please assume
you have been unsuccessful this time.
There will be a reserve list for any
cancelled plans.

As the summer disappears come and join us at a couple of
unique events which will further your knowledge of Royal
Crown Derby. Learn of its place in royal history and explore
its fascinating archive pieces and pattern books with our
museum curator Jacqueline Smith. All the events are free and
informal so make a date and come along to the Visitor Center
in Osmaston Road, Derby.

MUSEUM EVENTS

The Collectors Christmas Get Together
Friday 10th December 

Family History Event
Monday 11th October
10am – 12

Did a member of your family
work at the factory? Come along
and find out more about what
they did. The curator will be
available to search workers files
and old photographs of workers
will be on display. Bring along
your own photographs or
information to share. This is a
free drop in style event.

1949 Film Event
Monday 15th November
10am

A recently discovered film taken
of the factory in 1949 follows
the whole production process
and includes many of the
workers. It concludes with a
visit from Princess Elizabeth.
This is a free event but places
are limited so please telephone
01332 712833 to book.
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600 Dinner Plates / 150 Soup Plates / 150 Breakfast Plates
/ 100 Salad Plates 150 Breakfast Cups & Saucers /
100 Teacups & Saucers / 36 Creams / 25 Slop Basins

It is also noted that replacements will be required and
further orders for egg cups, Hors d’oeuvres trays and salad
bowls are later received. Throughout the letters there is
much discussion about advertising. The impetuous for this
came from the White Star Line. They ask the company to
produce a booklet, at their own cost, advertising the
sailing of the ship. Only 1000 of them were produced so
they are very rare today.

To commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the launch of
the Titanic, we are reproducing the tableware pattern for
the first time. The pattern will be unique because the
Company is still producing on the same site in Derby,
where they made the originals 100 years ago.

The pattern is been reproduced as a tableware pattern
without the monogram in the centre and also a range of
commemorative items, which will feature the original
Ocean Steam Navigation Company monogram, presented
in a gift box with accompanying reproduction literature
from the time of the original order. The range is available
to view at the Royal Crown Derby Visitor Centre where
you can also see the Titanic china being made on one of
the popular factory tours.(Booking essential). The range
can be purchased from the Visitor Centre, via mail order
service on 01332 712833 or via the website
www.royalcrownderby.co.uk. During 2011 to
commemorate the launching of the ship, Royal Crown
Derby will be holding a number of events including an
exhibition of items from our own
archive as well as items from
the Titianic and Olympic. If
you would like further
information on events please
email
abushell@royalcrownderby.co.uk
or call 01332 712850.
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HISTORY/ TRADITION

Jacqueline Smith, Museum Curator

First class tableware
on the Titanic
RMS Titanic is perhaps the most famous ship ever built. It
is certainly the most famous ship ever to sink. Built for
the White Star Line by Harland and Wolff in Belfast, it was
the largest passenger steamship of its day when it set off
from Southampton on 10th April 1912. 2011 sees the
100th anniversary of the launch of this ship and to
commemorate this event Royal Crown Derby are
reproducing the china pattern originally ordered in 1911.

Titanic was built as a national showcase and was equipped
with the very best of British engineering, craftsmanship
and design. Royal
Crown Derby were
chosen to provide the
china for the 1st class
a’la carte restaurant.
This was the most
exclusive restaurant
on board. The ship
had three dining
rooms, one for each
class of passenger. Only the first class passengers were
permitted to use the a’la carte restaurant. Here passengers
could choose what to eat and when to eat it. They might
use it for more intimate dinners for two or for private
celebrations. All the other dining rooms had set meal
times and menus.

The food on Titanic was plentiful and of a very high
quality. It was restaurant standard and included such
delicacies as Grilled Mutton Chops, Chicken a la
Maryland, fresh Lobsters or Corned Ox Tongue. Dessert
might be Apple Meringue or Waldorf Pudding.

The Royal Crown Derby Company Archives hold a file of
correspondence relating to the Titanic order, the original
pattern and a booklet advertising the Titanic. The

correspondence is between Royal
Crown Derby and the ships
chandler’s Stonier & Co of
Liverpool. Stonier was a glass and
china retailer used by the White
Star Line as agents to find and
purchase suitable pieces for their
ships.

Once the White Star line has
chosen the pattern they would like
they tried to haggle over price. They
point out that this will be a

worldwide advertisement for Royal Crown Derby as the
‘cream of passenger traffic’ will be on board these ships.
The company send a bold reply in the form of a telegram
saying that they ‘Have fully considered and allowed for
advertisement accruing. Regret impossible to concede any
abatement in prices, which are rock-bottom.’

On 31st January 1911 the order for Titanic is confirmed.
Delivery is required for December but this is later changed to
1st March 1912. White Star asked for the older style OSNC
(Ocean Steam Navigation Company) monogram, owned by
them, rather than their own flag that appears on much of the
other tableware. The reason appears to be simply that it ‘is
more to their liking’. The order is as follows: 
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Royal Crown Derby Headquarters
194 Osmaston Road, Derby, DE23 8JZ, England Tel: (01332) 712846 Fax: (01332) 712863
royalcrownderby.co.uk

GUILD EXCLUSIVE 2010

Guild Duck and Duckling

Duckling 
Modelled by Hilary Walker, 
Designed by Jane James.  
Height  5.5cm

Duck 
Modelled by Hilary Walker,
Designed by Jane James.  
Length 15.5cm

On joining the Guild or
renewing your membership
you will receive the
delightful little Duckling
paperweight as a
complimentary gift

A special welcome pack
will contain your complimentary
Guild Duckling paperweight and
a wealth of information about
our collectables

RETIRE DECEMBER 2010
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